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headquarters was Colonel Hentsch, the representative of German
G.H.Q., ordered his Second Army to retire, and the latter,
going on to Von Kluck, induced'him also to conform. By
the following day the movement had spread to the German
armies of the centre, which had failed in their attempted hreak
through. The battle of the Marne thus ended ia a strategic
victory for the Allies, in which the B.E.F. had been in a position
to play a leading role, and the great German offensive plan to
strike down France in the first few weeks of the war had col-
lapsed in failure.
The Allies, however, were unable to make full use of their
victory, despite their sanguine hopes of a speedy and far-
reaching enemy retreat, and the Germans shook off effective
pursuit and stood to fight again on the heights north of the
Aisne. But there were still gaps in their disjointed line, and
on September i4th the I Corps of the B.E.F. made its way well
into one of these, only to see it closed before it in the nick of time
by a German corps newly arrived from the siege of Maubeuge.
By the end of the day the Allied attack was definitely checked ;
fighting died away, and both sides, entrenching their lines all the
way from the Oise as far as the Meuse, turned their attention to
endeavouring to envelop each other's still open western flank.
During the next three weeks the focus of battle, as a result
of these attempts, spread gradually northwards by way of
Albert and Arras to Lens and Bethune. The B.E.F.* was then
drawn out of line on the Aisne and sent round to Flanders,
partly by route march, partly by rail, and there united with
a detachment, landed at Bruges for the purpose of assisting
in the defence of Antwerp, which had arrived too late to
do more than facilitate the retreat of the Belgian army from
the city. A new Allied front was therefore formed along
the line of the Yser to Ypres and thence by way of Armentieres
and Bethune, and French and Foch, Joffre s representative
in the north, planned to carry out a general offensive against
the German right flank, still believed by them to be open. But,
unknown to them, a new enemy army was advancing south-
westwards, its right on the sea, with "the mission of severing
the Belgians from their Allies and securing the western Channel
ports. There thus developed a front-to-front battle in which
the Allies, outnumbered and outgunned, were hard put to it
to hold their ground.
The fighting at Ypres, the crowning achievement in arms of
the old British Regular Army, saw two major crises—the so-
called battle of Gheluvelt, between October 2gth and November
2nd, when, on more than one occasion, the German masses
drove back their attenuated forces by sheer weight of numbers,

